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Oath-taking1 was a central part of ancient Roman society and culture. 
Oaths were sworn in many and varied instances of life: magistrates 
always swore upon entering and leaving an office, soldiers continu-
ally swore an oath of allegiance upon enrolling in the Roman army, 
jurors, witnesses, and claimants swore in court, treaties were ratified 
by oaths, but also personal matters could be settled and  individuals’ 
statements enforced by swearing.2 Graeco-Roman literature, epi-
graphy, and numismatics constitute quite a rich source material for 
oaths, about which research have been conducted within and across 
many fields of study: history, religious studies, law, philo sophy, and, 
of course, language and literature.3 Notwithstanding, the field lacks 
comprehensive studies specifically combining Roman oath-taking 
with materiality, despite the extensive interest in materiality within 
the study of Graeco- Roman religion/magic at large.4 

Ancient Roman oath-taking, however, indeed constitutes a 
 telling example of how words and matter interplay and relate to 
one  another.5 From both literary and material evidence, we realize 
that material things – objects, living beings, and surroundings – 
 frequently were used in various manners in junction with, as well 
as in, the uttered oath formula. For instance, in official oath rituals 
the oral  formula is described in the literature as accompanied by 
bodily gestures that discernably symbolized, visualized, and further 
mater ialized the words spoken.6 In less official and more personal 
oaths that lacked such elaborate and ritualistic settings, matter could 
 impact the oath and interplay with words in other ways: through 
 language. The  present study aims to examine one of these many 
ways, specifically how the relation between language and matter 
in material metonyms could be utilized to produce agency for the 
 literary portrayal of personal oaths in Latin literature, mainly poetry. 
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Material Metonyms, Materiality, and Agency
In his study of the relations between nature and gesture in the Roman 
world, Anthony Corbeill remarks that “[a]n analysis of Latin words 
provides direct access to Roman conceptions of the body and its 
movements” and deduces that “[i]f language in the Roman world is 
an extension within nature, it should follow that human bodies, to 
the extent that natural language can affect them, also interact with 
the coherent patterning of the natural world.” Among many examp-
les provided, one is the importance of the “physical” word manus 
(“hand”), which acts as stem for the creation of many Latin words 
and expressions (mandare = “to entrust”, lit. “to hand over”; manci-
patio, “the process of legal transfer of property”, lit. “the taking into 
the hand”). The human body and its gestures frequently constitute a 
foundation for language, which Corbeill refers to as the “[p]hysicality 
of words”.7 Latin words have a strong etymological connection to 
and – at least to an extent – originate from the physical world. 

Another important interplay between matter and the Latin 
language is highly present in literary stylistic features generally 
employed in Latin literature, namely metonymic language-usages, 
for instance: concretum pro abstracto (“the concrete instead of the 
abstract”) – and its opposite, abstractum pro concreto (“the abstract 
instead of the concrete”) – and pars pro toto (“the part instead of the 
whole”). Traditionally, metonyms have been viewed as a literary and 
rhetorical trope: a figure of speech. However, studies within cognitive 
linguistics argue that metonyms also are conceptual and constitute a 
figure of thought.8 Accordingly, a metonym is not merely a language 
embellishment, but also “a cognitive process in which one conceptual 
entity, the vehicle, provides mental access to another conceptual 
entity, the target, within the same idealized cognitive model.”9 

In line with this, the present study aims to reveal that the meto-
nymical substitution of material language instead of abstract lan-
guage – concretum pro abstracto and, when it comes to swearing by 
parts of the human body, pars pro toto – may impact the audience’s 
understanding of an oath portrayed. In the cases presented here, 
the vehicles are all something material (concretum) that targets 
something abstract and/or a more comprehensive abstract institution 
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( abstractum). In the cases with pars pro toto, a specific part (e.g. 
a hand) of the already material whole (human body) is chosen as ve-
hicle to in turn target something abstract (e.g. good faith). Inferably, 
oaths by abstract institutions alone (by faith, love, friendship) are not 
uncommonly found in Latin literature as well, especially in beseeches 
and implorations.10 If anything, this only makes the examples of 
material metonyms more telling, since they then seem intentionally 
chosen for the context of the story in which the oath is uttered. 

Conceptual relations existent between the material employed 
as vehicle and the target were presumably well-known for the 
Roman audience, in order for them to grasp an author’s meaning 
of a meto nym. Modern readers, however, must turn to the literary 
and cultural- historical contexts available in an attempt to identify 
possible targets, and, most importantly for this study, consider what 
impact the different material vehicles sworn by might have on the 
portrayal of the oath. Here, the concepts of materiality and agency 
come into play. 

To consider materiality is to perform an “analysis of things: tan-
gible, substantial, fleshy objects that exist in the real world”, which 
especially concerns “the manners in which things relate to people, 
places, ideas, memories, social structures and so on.”11 Since this study 
regards textual sources, materiality here concerns things referred to in 
texts, and how those things are used through language to “relate to 
people, places, ideas, memories, social structures and so on.” 

For this study, agency is, in accordance with Emma-Jayne 
Graham’s assemblage-theory-informed approach, defined as “the 
difference- making that results from relations between things”.12 The 
production of agency is regarded as relational, context-bound, and 
not something inherent within people nor objects, but something 
that has the poten tial to be activated in certain contexts in relation 
to other things.13 Objects may produce agency both in ways intended 
and in ways not intended by humans, that is, due to their own affor-
dances, which elevates them from being considered as just a tool or 
medium. To clarify, a torch is a stick with a flame of fire, and may 
produce agency in terms of its own affordances (light, heat etc.); 
but, when put into a specific context, such as a Roman sepulchral 
or nuptial procession, in which it in assemblage with other things, 
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such as the bodies walking in the processions, may produce a more 
context- specific agency. An oath constitutes a particular context, in 
which the relations between its entities – swearer, swearee (recipient 
of the oath), a guarantor power, and sometimes other material things 
– have the ability to create agency. For literary portrayals of oaths, 
there is also always another entity included that must be taken into 
account: the audience. 

In the following sections, a selection of literary personal oaths is 
presented, through which I argue that the Roman authors communi-
cate with the audience by choosing to let their characters metonymi-
cally swear by material things (the vehicles) utilizing concretum pro 
abstracto and pars pro toto. After proposing probable targets of the 
metonyms, I discuss possible impacts which they might have on the 
portrayal of the oath through the lens of materiality and agency. The 
selected examples are organized according to what is metonymically 
sworn by, namely: 1) bodies and objects, 2) places, 3) sacred objects 
and divine attributes, and 4) physical remains of the dead.

Bodies and Objects
In Heroides, the Roman poet Ovid (43 BCE–17 CE) portrays his 
version of the originally Greek story of the consorts Laodamia and 
Protesilaus. When Protesilaus had set out on the dangerous journey 
to fight in the Trojan war, Ovid portrays Laodamia as swearing to her 
devotion to him in absence:

by your return and body, my divinities, I swear, and by the torches of love 
and marriage alike, that I as your companion shall follow you wherever 
you call, whether you shall … – oh, how I fear it! – or survive.14

In this oath, Ovid has chosen to have Laodamia swear by two mate-
rial things, Protesilaus’ “body” (corpus) and the “torches of our love 
and marriage alike” (pares animi coniugiique faces), that may act as 
vehicles for unlocking the target(s). 

First of all, “body” is a very physical way of denoting a person. 
Here, in combination with “return” (reditus), body could also con-
stitute a hendiadys meaning “bodily return”, which well suits the 
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context of the oath: Laodamia’s desire for the bodily return of her 
 beloved and her fear of their physical separation becoming eternal, 
were he to die in the war. Indeed, her fear of the eternal separation 
of their bodies is clear, since she abruptly breaks off her sentence 
(aposiopesis) and dares not even utter the words “if you should die” 
in her oath formula and have her own body, her voice, materialize 
her frightful thoughts and thus grant them agentive and illocutionary 
power. Moreover, this longing for Protesilaus’ body is clearly mani-
fested a few lines prior to her oath, where it is revealed that Laoda-
mia keeps a wax image (cera) of Protesilaus, objectifying his body:

Still, while you, a soldier, carry arms in a far-off world, I have a wax 
image, which brings back your appearance. To it I speak flatteries and 
words owed to you. It receives my embraces. Believe me, this image is 
more than it seems to be; add a voice to the wax, and it shall be Prote-
silaus. I look at it and hold it to my bosom in my true companion’s stead, 
and I complain to it, just as if it could answer.15

By so explicitly referring to the bodily longing for Protesilaus, Ovid 
also foreshadows the end of the story, which his Roman audience 
pre-supposedly knew from the famous legend(s) of Protesilaus and 
the (extremely fragmentarily preserved) tragedy of Euripides, namely 
that his body would not return from Troy. Instead, he was granted to 
return from the Underworld for but one single day and then forced 
to  return to the realm of the dead, after which Laodamia committed 
suicide to be reunited with him.16 Arguably, Ovid very likely chose 
“body” as vehicle, so that it might target both Laodamia’s physical 
desire for his bodily return and the fact that she kept true to her oath: 
in the end, she did follow him wherever he called, even to the Nether-
worlds, where at least the shades of their bodies were reunited.

Secondly, there are the marriage torches, the so-called faces 
coni ugii, which refer to certain torches used on the wedding day 
of Roman marriages. Most probably, Ovid here included the attri-
bute coniugii (“of marriage”) to distinguish the marital torch from 
the funeral torch (fax sepulchralis), which was used to light funeral 
pyres.17 The marital torches were ignited at the parental hearth of the 
bride, carried in front of her by a young boy in the marital procession 
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towards the house of the groom, where ceremonials and celebrations 
took place.18 In a way, the torches thus embodied the Roman mar-
riage together with other objects used during the nuptial ritual; hence, 
there was a practice among Roman authors, “when they needed a 
shorthand method to refer to a wedding,” to refer to it “metonym-
ically with the mention of torches, the wedding veil, or even the 
wedding-bed or couch”.19 Here, however, it is not used as a “short-
hand method”, but rather as a seemingly intentional one. The bride’s 
procession, led by the torches for the whole community to observe, 
constituted a public declaration of the bride’s consensus and affectio 
maritalis.20 Furthermore, according to Reekmans, the culmen of 
Roman marriage rituals (nuptiae) was the sacrifice and the dextrarum 
iunctio (“the joining of the right hands”), which in general was an 
act of consent, but in the context of consorts it is thought to have 
symbolized marital concord, whether or not the gesture was specifi-
cally performed during the actual wedding day.21 The close relation 
between the marital torches and the iunctio dextrarum,  however, is 
visually evident in iconographic representations of married couples.22 
From the Roman jurist Scaevola (end of second cent. CE) we are 
made aware of another marriage procedure including fire, specified 
to constitute the “wedding celebrations” (id est nuptiae celebrantur) 
together with the ”crossing over” (transiret) of the bride to the 
groom, and which entailed that the bride “was accepted with fire and 
water”.23 What exactly the ritual of fire and water means remains 
unclear,24 and of course we must remember that Scaevola and Ovid 
are separated in time, but it is not entirely impossible that the torches 
were used to light a nuptial fire for this peculiar ritual, just like sepul-
chral torches were used to light sepulchral pyres at Roman funerals. 

Hence, the wedding procession and the joining of the right hands 
were bodily performances connected to the spouses’ consent and 
 public display of the promise of a faithful future marriage, as well as 
the ritual of fire and water connected to the ritual acceptance of the 
bride into the groom’s house. All of these are probable and fitting 
targets of the vehicle used in Laodamia’s metonymic oath, “the 
torches of marriage and love alike”. Torch (fax) could also, due to its 
affordances – hot, burning, inflaming – target notions of love (animi, 
“heart”, “love”, as Ovid specifies) as well as desire, “flame of love/
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desire”, 25 which pairs well with the other vehicle used in the oath, 
Protesilaus’ “body” and Laodamia’s desire for it. 

What difference does Ovid’s objectifying phrasing of Laodamia’s 
oath make, then? Why not just have Laodamia swear merely and 
directly by the abstractum (marriage, love, Protesilaus’ life)? Because, 
the introduction of a material entity (concretum) into the oath con-
text expands the network of connections available, which is a set-up 
for agency production. To clarify, by letting certain objects closely 
linked to a larger abstract institution figure, the author may utilize 
their ability to produce contextual agency in his literary portrayals. 
If put into a fitting context, the objects may communicate beyond the 
written word, evoke images, and excite feelings in the audience, who 
were presumably well acquainted with the common cultural symbol-
isms associated with certain objects in certain contexts, such as the 
torch in a nuptial context. The objectifying phrasing (concretum pro 
abstracto) of Laodamia’s oath, seemingly evokes scenes particularly 
from her wedding day and her public consent to marital concord, and 
perhaps also Protesilaus’ ritual acceptance of her as his bride, as well 
as her own strong physical desires for his body provided by Ovid’s 
poem’s literary context and the Greek legend of Protesilaus and Lao-
damia. It must of course be stressed that Laodamia and Protesilaus 
were Greek mythical heroes and that they, historically speaking, did 
not undergo a Roman marriage ceremony, but merely did so in the 
imagination of the Roman author, so-called “imagined weddings”.26 
Nevertheless, this very fact makes Ovid’s choice of indicating Roman 
nuptial practices more telling, since it is then specifically directed at 
his Roman – not Greek – audience. 

Places
Silius Italicus (26–101 CE), in his epic poem Punica, portrays the 
Roman consul Lucius Aemilius Paullus as swearing by specific places 
and invoking them as witnesses of his oath to his general Fabius prior 
to the battle at Cannae (fought in 216 BCE):

As witnesses [of my oath] I invoke the Tarpeian rock, the temple of 
Jupiter – our kin through blood – and the fortification walls of my 
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blessed fatherland that I now leave standing with its citadel: wherever the 
supreme safety [of my blessed fatherland] calls me, I swear that I shall go 
there, despising the perilousness. But if the army, deaf to me who exhorts 
them, shall fight, I shall by no means regard you any longer, sons, nor the 
dear house of Assaracus’ lineage; and in no way shall a wounded Rome 
see [me,] Paullus, return like Varro.27 

The Tarpeian rock was situated close to the Capitol in Rome and, ac-
cording to Rome’s first written statutes, perjurers were to be punished 
to death by being flung from it.28 The temple of Jupiter undoubtedly 
refers to the temple on the Capitoline hill to “Jupiter the Best and the 
Greatest”, who was commonly invoked in oaths and in the vicinity 
of whose temple oaths were sworn.29 The walls surrounding the city 
naturally fortified it, but they were also powerful symbols of Rome 
in particular. Firstly, the term commonly used to denote the city of 
Rome alone, urbs, likely in origin means “something that is (ritually) 
enclosed” (from the Proto-Indo-European gherdh).30 The city of 
Rome was therefore equated with its city walls. Secondly, already 
the ubiquitous stories of the legendary foundation of Rome convey 
the notion that the Roman walls were inviolable: some even said that 
Rome’s founder, Romulus, uttered a curse that all who transgressed 
his walls should face death, just like his brother Remus.31 

Plausibly, the mere mention of these places evoked vivid pictures 
of power, piety, and security in themselves: the tall and intimidating 
rock, which surely brought visions of the old horrifying punishment 
for perjury, the mighty and massive temple situated on top of the hill, 
and the towering and safety-infusing fortification walls. The rock and 
the temple were also places particularly connected to and important 
for official oath-taking. Additionally, the legendary curse and inviola-
bility of the Roman walls is echoed in Paullus’ oath: if forced to enter 
battle, he shall fight to his death to defend his patria.32

However, also the current fragility of the once invincible Rome 
is evident in the oath phrasing. The author stresses that Paullus 
leaves the walls and the citadel “still standing” and that “a wounded 
Rome” herself shall never see him return. The city is portrayed as a 
living body with senses, as personified (personificatio/prosopopoeia). 
In effect, Paullus’ own body and the “body” of the city are presented 
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as stakes in his oath. The fear of losing these two different “bodies” 
is manifested by the author in the conclusion of this section of the 
story: “they simultaneously feared the end of the people and the city” 
(my emphasis).33

Metonymically, these concreta may be vehicles conveying closely 
linked abstracta, characteristics, which embody the sum of what it 
entailed to be a good leader of the Roman Republic, according to the 
highly valued Roman virtue pietas (dutifulness towards gods, father-
land, and family) in “the Way of the Forefathers” (mos maiorum34): 
he had to observe the safe-keeping of the state (the walls), show 
reverence for the gods (the temple), and comply with the body of 
laws (the Tarpeian rock). In essence, this is what Paullus promises to 
be: a good leader ready to die for the survival of Rome, in contrast to 
his co-consul Varro.

In conclusion, the choice of swearing by these three places has im-
plications. First of all, they represent(ed) the Republican city of Rome, 
both in themselves as important, impressive monuments, and also in 
what these places arguably are conceptual metonyms for within this 
particular context: inviolable safe-keeping, piety, and justice. The 
cultural significance of these places, the relations the Romans had 
to them, and their own affordances (height, thickness, age) together 
produce agency for a nuanced portrayal of this oath.

Sacred Objects and Divine Attributes
Another use of concretum pro abstracto found in poetic portrayals 
of oaths is to swear by material attributes and belongings of divini-
ties, instead of by the divinities themselves, which was otherwise the 
general norm.

For example, the poet Martial (38/41–102/104 CE) – excusing him-
self for the limited time and leisure available for praising the learned 
Muses in Rome – swears to his friend and patron Frontinus, not only 
in the common way “by all the gods” (per omnes iuro deos), but 
also “by the Muses’ sacred [things], venerable to me” (per veneranda 
mihi Musarum sacra) that he still cares for him, despite his own 
inofficiousness.35 Sacra have an array of possible meanings in Latin: 
sacred or consecrated things, religious ritual/mysteries, sacred vessels, 
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hymns and poems, and so forth.36 Here, two interpretations would fit 
well. Firstly, sacra may refer to poems,37 as sacred to the Muses, who 
as guardians of poets inspired humans with artistic skills.38 Secondly, 
the sacra might also simply mean “sacred objects”, which could refer 
to different vessels used in the service or worship of and sacrifices to 
deities.39 However, no such vessel fits the content of this oath. Instead, 
they might indicate the Muses’ own sacred objects, that is their divine 
material attributes (such as musical instruments, theatre mask, scroll) 
representing their individual skill (such as music, dance, and different 
genres of poetry and theatre, history et cetera). These would then 
have been sacred both to the Muses and likely to Martial as a poet in 
their service.40

Both interpretations lead to a similar conclusion. By choosing 
to swear by the sacra of the Muses – that is, either the products of 
Muse-inspired poets (poems) or the attributes representing the dif-
ferent skills the Muses possessed and inspired artists with – Martial 
targets the conditional deposit of his oath, namely his own poetic 
skill and talent. Consequently, he portrays the validity of his oath as 
dependent upon himself highly valuing being a vates – “a (divinely 
inspired) poet” – as he refers to himself just prior to swearing.41 Had 
he sworn only by the Muses, his conditional self-curse would have 
entailed having the Muses exact some divine punishment upon him, 
in case of perjury. Now, he specifies that his punishment should be to 
become bereft of his poetic skills. 

A more explicit example of a divine attribute sworn by is found in 
Ovid’s (43 BCE–17 CE) Amores. In this passage, Ovid himself swears 
not only “by Venus” (per Venerem), but also “by the winged boy’s 
bow” (puerique volatilis arcus), that he has not been unfaithful to his 
beloved, who repeatedly accuses him of being so.42 The winged boy 
refers to Cupid, god of libido, who with his bow shot arrows inflict-
ing libidinous desire onto his targets. By explicitly mentioning the 
bow, a concretum, instead of Cupid as Libido personified (as he likely 
does with Venus as Love personified), it acts as a metonymic vehicle 
to more specifically target his own body. His body has not been shot 
by the bow and caused to unwillingly feel arousing lust towards other 
women: his body is free from guilt. Had he only sworn “by Venus 
and Cupid”, the meaning would have been more in line with “by 
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Love and Desire, I have not cheated on you”, which focuses on his 
abstract feelings towards his beloved. The infidelity-causing bow, the 
divine attribute and the source of Cupid’s divine ability,43 conveys 
more in this context: not even unwillingly, bodily forced by divine 
intervention, has he been unfaithful to her.

Propertius (ca. 50–45 BCE–ca. 15 CE), in a poem from his Elegies, 
uses a similar way of rephrasing an oath sworn to himself by his 
departed beloved Cynthia, who in a dream ghostly appeared before 
him and spoke:

Yet, I do not rebuke you, although you deserve it, Propertius: long-lasting 
was my dominion in your works. I swear by the Fates’ chant that nobody 
can unwind, that I have kept my word and good faith [fides]; [as sure as 
I have kept my word and good faith], so may the three-headed dog bark 
softly for me. If I speak falsely, may a snake hiss in my tomb and nest on 
top of my bones.44

The Fates were thought to determine the outcome of one’s life. In 
 Roman culture (as well as in many other Indo-European ones), life 
was often metaphorically imagined as a spinning thread (stamen) 
spun by three Fate-goddesses (Fata or Parcae), who cut the thread 
when time had come for the life to end.45 The chant of the Fates, re-
ferred to in this poem, was thought to be performed by the goddesses 
while spinning this thread of life.46 Since the Fates’ chant is specifically 
described as something “that nobody can unwind/untwine/unravel” 
(revolubile nulli), the threads of Fate are explicitly implied. In exten-
sion, the oath itself echoes as something that cannot be unraveled, 
since an oath too was seen as something essentially binding.47

By having the ghost of Cynthia swear by the Fates’ divine physical 
labor, Propertius stresses the determinism of Cynthia’s death and por-
trays it as the surety of her oath. She is, after all, dead while swearing 
this and taking the Fate goddesses as witnesses, guarantors, and 
penalty executioners in case of perjury would therefore not entail a 
credible surety. However, swearing by “the Fates’ chant that nobody 
can unwind” shifts the focus from the Fates as guarantors onto the 
fact that death is final and cannot be unwind, thus indicating an oath 
in line with “as sure as I am dead, I speak truthfully”. Her being dead 
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is certainly also why Cynthia’s explicitly stated conditional self-curse 
is directed at her bones and grave, since even the dead fear for their 
reputation and commemoration among the living being tarnished. 
This brings us onto the next category: the remains of the dead.

Physical Remains of the Dead
Most often in poetry (but also in a few instances from legal/rhetorical 
prose and historiography) we find oaths sworn by material remnants 
of departed kinsfolk or loved ones, that is specifically by their bones, 
ashes, place of funeral and/or burial, and, in a certain legendary story, 
by their blood.48 Another common way of swearing by the dead was 
by one’s kinfolks’ spiritual, rather than material, remnants, by the 
Manes, “the spirits of the departed”.49 In line with a dubious passage 
in Statius (ca. 45–ca. 96 CE), it is reasonable to assume that oaths 
by remnants of the dead (here “buried ashes”) were sometimes spe-
cifically sworn in front of grave markers, more particularly funerary 
altars dedicated to the Manes:

Now grief more and more vexes vigilant senses; the moans are clear and 
Polyxo is gradually detested. Now it is allowed to remember the impious 
act; now it is allowed to erect altars to the Manes and often swear by the 
buried ashes.50

Funerary altars, dedicated to the Manes through the inscription D(is) 
M(anibus sacrum), were commonly erected from around the time of 
Augustus, roughly around the same time as most of the literary ex-
amples of oaths by remnants were written.51 On the one hand, to the 
best of my knowledge, no other remaining textual source particularly 
refers to such a practice.52 On the other hand, it is widely attested in 
literary sources that 1) oaths in general often were sworn in front of 
altars of gods and 2) that also funerary altars were considered sacred 
places.53 The remains were often kept inside or by the funerary altar, 
as evidenced by the innovation of the Augustan period of underlining 
in epitaphs that the remains were indeed physically buried there; for 
instance, “here lie the bones” (ossa hic sita sunt) and “may the bones/
remains rest in peace” (ossa/reliquiae bene quiescant).54 Hence, it 
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is not unreasonable to think that one wished to be in the presence 
of “the buried ashes” (cineres sepultos) at the funerary altar while 
 swearing by them. 

Why swear by material remnants of dead kinsfolk, then? First of 
all, the ashes and bones of a dead person constitute a metonym of 
the type pars pro toto (“the part for the whole”): the bones/ashes 
(the part) indicate the entire person (the whole). The same goes for 
blood of a departed, if we consider Brutus’ legendary oath following 
the suicide of Lucretia, as it is phrased by the historian Livy (59 
BCE–17 CE): “I swear by this most chaste blood” (castissimum […] 
sanguinem iuro); and by the poet Ovid (43 BCE–17 CE): “I swear 
by this brave and chaste blood” (hunc iuro fortem castumque cruo-
rem).55 Naturally, they mean that Lucretia, not her blood, was brave 
and chaste, specifically in her final actions in life.

For a literary audience, these particular “parts” (bones, ashes, 
blood) also conveniently convey that the person is dead, if not 
already aware of the fact. In contrast, alive persons in the literature 
swore in a similar pars pro toto-metonymic way: “by my head” (per 
caput)56 – meaning their entire life and their value of it – and “by my 
right hand” (per dext(e)ram)57 – meaning their credibility/good faith/
loyalty (fides), since the right hand was considered the seat of those 
qualities and was used to perform the “joining of the right hands” 
(iunctio dextrarum), a gesture manifesting contracts, consent, and 
concord.58 Since these metonymic vehicles (right hand, head) in the 
end target abstract institutions (life, good faith), they constitute 
metonyms of the sort concretum pro abstrato (“the concrete for the 
abstract”) as well. 

By the same token, it is not hard to imagine that the ashes, bones, 
and place of burial not only targeted the dead kin per se, but also em-
bodied the emotional connection between the living and the departed 
kin. In an excellent article about humans figuring in oath invocations, 
Blidstein writes that all kinds of invocations of the dead (spirits, rem-
nants) function due to “the strong connection of the swearer with the 
dead rather than their ability to punish [in case of perjury].”59 Servius 
Grammaticus, commenting on Vergil’s (70–19 BCE) the Aeneid 2.431, 
where an oath is sworn “by the ashes of Ilium and the final flames of 
my kin”,60 clarifies this by noting that “it is natural to swear by that 
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which is dear”.61 In light of this, the connection one had to the person 
while alive and how that connection had been continually cherished 
and commemorated powered the oath with agency, and the choice of 
including the place of burial and/or physical remnants in the oath for-
mula was a way of evoking and manifesting that connection in words. 

Being physically present at the place of burial, like a funerary altar, 
must have enhanced that emotional connection to the dead. For the 
Romans, we know that funeral sites could be sought-out for swearing 
oaths, which is mentioned in a passage in Suetonius (ca. 69– ca. 122 
CE). He tells us how “the common people” (plebs) persisted in visiting 
the commemorative marble column of Julius Caesar (100–44 BCE) 
that was erected at the site of his funeral pyres at the eastern end of the 
Roman Forum and inscribed with “To the Father of the Fatherland” 
(parenti patriae). They would come before it, he writes, to “sacrifice, 
make vows, and resolve certain controversies by putting forward an 
oath by Caesar”.62 The place of the divinized father of the Roman 
people’s funeral pyre was clearly not merely a site for commemoration, 
but also a place that enhanced the connection to the departed Caesar 
and powered the oaths sworn by him.

In addition to the emotional connections to one’s kin, material rem-
nants may also act as metonymic vehicles for more context-specific 
abstract targets. For instance, in the legendary scene in which Brutus 
holds up the dagger he pulled from the dead Lucretia’s self-inflicted 
wound and swears by her blood that no king shall ever again rule in 
Rome, the blood constitutes a symbol for the Tarquinian prince’s vile 
crime that forced Lucretia to commit suicide to retain her honor.63 
Blidstein writes:

The knife and the blood are a metonym for Lucretia’s actions and for 
the Tarquinian wrongdoing; Livy sets these actions as the common 
foundation for the future actions of Brutus’s circle. In Livy’s narrative, 
the oath invokes an honored action or entity, which is foundational for 
the group’s identity and sense of being.64 

Being in Lucretia’s bedroom with her lifeless body and her blood drip-
ping from the dagger before them – the crime scene – is here portrayed 
as what powers this oath with agency. Brutus’ conjuration, that aimed 
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to overthrow the Roman monarchy, needed a powerful symbol of the 
royal corruption to incite the people for revolution, and Lucretia’s 
death appeared as the perfect candidate. Livy tells us how the swearers 
carried her bloodstained body to the forum of Collatia, where a crowd 
soon assembled and a rising against the royal family was stirred. 
Her spilt blood thus came to embody not only the crime committed 
towards her, but also the royals’ crimes towards the people, who 
all had their complaints of the prince and were moved to raise their 
weapons by the sight of grief and Brutus’ brave sternness.65 

To conclude this section, a comment is in place about the fact that 
oaths by material remnants and spirits of the departed occur outside 
of poetry, and whether this allows us to suspect that such oaths 
were used in real life instances. Blidstein highlights the difficulty of 
determining to which extent oaths invoking the Manes were used in 
every-day life, since the instances from outside of “poetic, epic, and 
dramatic literature” are few and “marked as atypical”.66 However, 
quite a few of the examples of invocations of Manes cited are argu-
ably atypical due to other reasons, for instance that the spirit invoked 
was a dead dolphin or that the spirit of the dead in fact was not dead, 
but still alive.67 

The instances outside of poetry of swearing by material remnants 
of the dead come from a juridical anecdote, told by three Roman 
 authors and which, according to one of them, was “well-known” 
(nota enim fabula est).68 It concerns an oath in court, which the plain-
tiff challenged the defendant to swear “by your father’s (and mother’s) 
ashes (that lie unburied), (and by your father’s memory)”, depending 
on the different versions of the story.69 Blidstein interprets this oath 
as “highly unusual […], since the accuser was totally unprepared that 
the defendant accept his challenge”, but that invoking ashes could 
have been “more common as a rhetorical move”.70 Here it may also 
be inferred that such voluntary oaths (iusiurandum voluntarium) 
in court in general seemingly were utilized quite often, since oaths, 
according to the jurist Gaius, were “the greatest remedy for settling/
expediating litigations”, yet we have rather few descriptions of such 
events taking place (and then sworn by other things).71 But, Seneca the 
Elder actually mentions swearing by parental ashes in another legal 
dispute in his Controversiae, then concerning a disinherited son, his 
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biological father, and his uncle, who had previously adopted him.72 
Since the two legal oaths by ashes preserved to us concern fathers and 
sons, it appears that these voluntary oath formulations were proposed 
or mentioned because they fit the legal case at hand. Therefore, it is 
possible to suspect that similar cases between relatives might have 
been sworn in this way. If we also account for Statius’ conveyance that 
people could swear by “the buried ashes often/a lot (multum)”, it is 
not too far-fetched to think that such practices also left the courtroom.

Moreover, here we ought to regard the quickly spreading Roman 
innovations of sacredly dedicating epitaphs to the Manes and specif-
ically mentioning material remnants of the departed in the epitaph 
text, as aforementioned. These innovations were contemporary 
with the authors and poets cited and could inferably shed a different 
light upon the oath invocations of spirits and remnants. Since they 
were so commonly included in epitaphs, not seldomly employed 
in poetic oaths, and occur a few times in other genres (although in 
peculiar contexts), there are many reasons to suggest that invoking 
bones, ashes, and spirits of the dead in oaths were part of real life 
for the 1st century Roman. Indeed, all literary conventions – even 
embellished poetic ones – reasonably reflect cultural practices in one 
way or another. Otherwise, literature would make no sense to its 
con tem po rary audience.

Conclusions
The foundational argument in this article is that matter employed as 
metonyms for the abstract in an oath phrasing has the ability to evoke 
specific aspects (emphasis on the plural!) within the targeted abstract 
as well as excite feelings and images due to the matter’s own afford-
ances. As such, the matter constituting the metonym is not merely a 
direct substitution for the abstract, but also a thing in its own right 
that affects the audience in further ways than had only the abstract 
been sworn by. Certain objects are also imbued with specific cultural 
significances in certain contexts, such as a torch in a marriage context 
as opposed to a sepulchral context. Hence, the matter, the concreta, 
utilized in some of the metonymic oaths provided are culturally closely 
related to the targeted abstract and were, as argued, employed in order 
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to both convey a specific abstract notion and evoke further thoughts, 
feelings, and images. For instance, the torch was linked to marriage 
through cultural wedding practices and to feelings of love and desire 
through natural affordances of fire. As a consequence, the audience is 
often allowed a deeper glimpse into the meaning of the oath, namely 
what the swearer is presented as putting up as deposit and surety in 
his/her oath to make it credible. As hopefully demonstrated, the ma-
terials specifically sworn by in these oaths are thus better understood 
as conceptual metonyms and figures of thought rather than merely as 
traditional metonyms as figures of speech, where x stands for y. Due 
to the forces of materiality, matter used as metonymic vehicles has 
the ability to evoke more than only one target.

In conclusion, because the introduction of a material entity into 
the literary oath context clearly expands the network of relations, 
which leads to further associations within that context, as well as 
the fact that objects could have imbued cultural meanings, I here 
argue that material metonyms are very useful literary tools that 
reach beyond poetic embellishment. They have the ability to steer 
the audience’s interpretation of the oath portrayed and, within the 
literary oath context, produce agency and thus increase the power 
and efficacy of the oath.

This article constitutes but one of the many possible perspectives 
on the relations between Roman oaths and materiality, between 
meta phors and matter, as well as between Roman literature and 
material culture at large. Lots remain to be investigated within 
these fields, and hopefully this study might evoke further thoughts 
and inspire further research.
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Mars and all other gods (Ant. 4.70.5–4.71.1).
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66 Blidstein, “Invoking Humans in Roman-Era Oaths”, 389 with references.
67 Hyg. Fab. 194 (a crew of a ship swears by a dolphin’s manes); Sen. Controv. 9.3 

(pupil swears by the manes of his still living teacher).
68 Quint. Inst. 9.2.95.
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70 Blidstein, “Invoking Humans in Roman-Era Oaths”, 389.
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